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15 Dec* *82

Bear James Houston—

I'll try to kill three postages with one bundle* here* The 
primary message is that on Monday I did send off to Julian Muller 
at HBJ NT a quote in praise of EAGLE SONG. You've done a fine, 
fine achievement. May it sell a ton#

Next comes season's greetings. And after that, a request to 
sign up my copy of SPIRIT WRESTLER, if you'd be so kind* It's been 
my favorite Houston, although EAGLE SONG now mates any such choice 
impossible•

All is well here. THE SBA RUNfERS has 17,000 copies into the 
world, and the next novel, back in my proper Montana milieu— -if that 
word is can possibly pertain to Montana— seems to be coming smoothly*

happy J §3 *

\
* • A

o A v v  U * J

J



11 Dec. *82

~£>\ch. S 3 * * -

Dear Dick—

The paperback is a thanks for straightening me out on tarantula/ 
scorpion. It’s one of those blips which I know perfectly well when 
I stop to think about it, but would have glided elusively past me into 
print.

_A couple of other thoughts on books about writing * there’s a Robert 
Frost book called ON WRITING which has a lot of ego and gnomic pronouncements 
in it but also some interesting bits on the look of writings how language 
lives on the printed page. Also, though I haven’t seen it, a writer friend 
I trust implicitly likes a book called POWER WRITING, by Peter Elbow,-which 
preaches free -as s o d  at ion exercises: sitting down and letting come what may*
I guess If I have any two-cent advice for scholars who want to head toward 
fiction, it just is to get stuff down on paper, so many pages per day, 
without worrying too much about organisation, outline, etc. % e  if the 
story and language won’t find its own way. Hugo says somewhere in this 
book that a glory, say, of poetry is that you can’t not make sense.

Best to the Old Harbor gang • Good luck with your work.

V i l



EUM- V I  PUBLISHERS 597 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW  YORK CITY IO O IJ  TEL: ( 2 12 ) 486-2 7OO 

TELEX: 237767  CABLES: SCRIBNER, N Y

10 December 1982

Mr. Ivan Doig
17021 Tenth Avenue, N.W.
Seattle, WA 98177

Dear Ivan,

This Bill Dieter,, author of a novel called HUNTER’S 
ORANGE, which is on our spring list, and someone 
whose own prose--wonderful--is strongly Hemingwayesque, 
which accounts for his rankling under the style of 
THE SEA RUNNERS.

Best,

Thomas A. Stewart 
Editor in Chief

TAS:ch 
ends



December 10, 1982

Mr. William Dieter 
7289 West 73rd Avenue 
Arvada, (30 80003

Dear Bill,
Back from sales conference to your letter about THE SEA RUNNERS. 1 know what

you mean— It Is a deliberately difficult style, and when Doig wants to write an easy 
style (his next will be) he shows himself a master of that. Personally, I respond 
very enthusiastically to the knottlness of the prose in SEA RUNNERS, though it takes 
a bunch of pages to get used to: 1 love the surprises that contó out of it, the 
amazing rhythms and words that you couldn't get to any other way. Also, I expect 
Doig Is working with Scandanavian languages as well as 19th-century ones, ify knowledge 
of this is scant— that is, it's a knowledge of Anglo-Saxon and an assumption that it 
and Scandanavian tongues have something in common, Anglo-Saxon is short of verbs, 
but has more nouns than the Pentagon has ICBMs--for instance, something like thirty 
words for ocean, many of them compacted metaphors (called kennings) like ‘whale~road. 
You'll see Doig making verbs over into nouns (cf. John Berryman's variation on Wyatt's 
variation on Petrarch: Mxay galley cargoed with forget,'4 not ’’forgetfulness").

Sales conference brought me together with an awful lot of people who are very 
enthusiastic about HUNTER'S ORANGE and in a position to do something about it.
Cross your fingers.

Best,

Thomas A. Stewart 
Editor in Chief

TAS:eh
bcc: Ivan Doig



6 Dec 1982

-1 ■ ~'~'TrnI• I 'priwv̂ r

Tom Stewart 
Atheneum

I decided Saturday night I would read Ivan Doig's book 
but I almost didn't make it. Something in the first ten 
pages or so put me off. I hung on, finishing it last n i g h t , 
Sunday, and thus rewarded myself with a great reading 
pleasure. It is a powerful story with much suspense, the 
kind of thing I like, but it is different. First, I didn't 
and don't like the style. Ellipsis in the dialogue slowed 
me to the very end; gave me little obstacles I didn't need, 
made me say in the end "Doig, I liked your story in spite 
of your idiosyncracies." I don't believe that men talked 
that much differently a century plus ago; that was author 
talking, author intruding I thought, and I didn't like it.
But I liked his story, I liked his four stalwarts; I wouldn't 
have missed it for the world, and almost did. Thank you for 
the book, Tom. It is with me hard and strong this Monday 
morning, the tenacity of men, their almost illiterate courage, 
their accidental heroism, the toss-of-the-dice thing that 
death in action so often is. Bless Doig, his people stay 
beautifully in character; he will allow them no arrogance 
whatsoever. And his imagery is magnificent. As a failed 
poet I can only stand in awe of his painter's brush, his 
poet's feel. The greyness, the rain, the fog, the black 
wall of shore, the surf, the elusiveness of ocean surface - 
these I felt and saw on every page. These four were unique 
men too when you think of it; there was no pity in them an y 
where, almost no sensitivity, they had so few of those tiny 
vulnerabilities that take us out of role and into humanness. 
Perhaps that was a flaw in Doig - where were their weaknesses, 
however small? No matter. He told us they were such and 
such and then demanded they be, and they were. They believably 
were, and that's the point. Proof of the tough role Doig 
gave them was that we didn't even know first names until 
the last page. That hit me right over the head. I am a 
terribly early riser (5 am) and as I lay in my bed for a 
few last minutes this morning my thoughts paid Ivan Doig 
the ultimate ultimate compliment - I was sorry I had finished 
his book. I wish I were just starting it.

I am doing my writing things here in the queen city at the 
edge of the plains• What are you doing?

Best to you, Tom.

ALSO: I have the permission for Keats' lines, not yet the 
"Ribbon of Darkness" lyrics. Soon?







December 10, 1982

Dear Ivan,

X wanted to appologize for not making it to your party at Arbur Books, and let 

you know that Lane's mother, Rosa, was really moved by The Sea Runners. At Trout Lake 

last night she raved it up to all the Morgan's many dinner guests.

I myself am working mostly on national freelancing right now. I have a piece on 

the aurora borealis in this Sunday's New York Times Magazine, and I just got word yes

terday from Havana (by way of the Czech Embassy in D.C.) that the Cubans have approved 

my request to visit the country this spring in connection with a story on Marxist 

baseball. Simon & Schuster seems to want my second book to be as close to a re-write 

of number one as possible, which I am loath to do. I'm hoping that pumping out a few 

widely varied stories will convince them to give me a little more rope the second time 

around.

The only exciting news from the farm is that I found great columns of white, smoke

like vapor rising in the corner of the calves pen one cold night recently. Thinking 

the barn was on fire, I dashed to the spot, only to find that it was steam rising off 

the milk-soaked faces of of the calves, who had just finished nursing.

Happy holidays.

Yours,

Bruce Brown -JL r r  c
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3 Dec. *82

Dear Vic—

Acting upon good resolve from seeing you last night— these 
shows of Tony's are getting to be regular old home week— here's 
ay copy of ADVENTURES OF A ZOOLOGIST I wish you'd sign up for me.
1 don't think I've seen you at sufficient length since I read it 
to say hew very much I enjoyed it. Now I look forward to THE SPIRES 
OF FGRMj grand title*

A quick question* while *d I'm writing. In my current novel, The 
Sea Runners, I have my beleagured canoemen hunting a seal for food, 
just north of Rialto Beach in early March* My memory is that I called 
somebody, maybe even you, to check that seals— for reasons now unclear 
to me, one of my characters calls them hair seals— -would be there that 
tin© of year. Now somebody has asked me if the bulls (I have the 
characters shooting a young bachelor seal) would have been with tbs 
congregation that time of year, or wouId-hays been in northern waters* 
My non-knowledge of seals is infinite, kSctxX so I wondered if you have 
an automatic answer for me, ltd try correct the scene in later editions 
if I've messed up the gender*

Really good to see you, and to hear of your Antarctic cruise coming
up*

best
N A jU t̂ ---—



Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

757 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017 TELEPHONE (212) 888-3989 CABLE: HARBRACE 

JULIAN P. MULLER
ADMINISTRATIVE VICE PRESIDENT

December 1, 1982

Mr. Ivan Doig
17021 Tenth Avenue, N.W.
Seattle, Washington 98177

Dear Mr. Doig:
James Houston has asked me to send you bound galleys of 

his new novel, EAGLE SONG: An Indian Saga Based on True Events.
He hopes, as we do, that you will find time to read it, that you 
will think it commendable, and, if so, that you grant it your 
endorsement in the form of a comment we may quote.

I do realize this request is an imposition. But it is 
a hard fact of publishing life today, with the deluge of new titles 
continually flooding bookstores, that many good books cannot succeed 
through the customary channels of straightforward presentation and 
advertising. It is difficult, sometimes impossible, to gain fair 
representation of a book in the thousands of stores, primarily con
trolled by the few massive book chains, without evidence by the 
publisher of special and strong support. Comments by respected 
opinion makers are significant in establishing that support.

We believe James Houston's EAGLE SONG is far more than 
an entertainment. In company with his previous novels, THE WHITE 
DAWN and GHOST FOX, this book is a cross-cultural revelation and 
a worthy contribution to our literature.

EAGLE SONG speaks eloquently for itself. I earnestly 
plead that you give it a chance. I look forward to hearing from 
you.

JPj



12 Dec. *82

Dear Julian—

The past week or so haw been what ray father would have called 
a bearcat of a time, but this weekend I have managed to get into 
James Houston*s EAGLE SONG. He's a writer I much admire, and I 
liked this work a lot* Here’s a quote I*d gladly have you user

With THE WHITE DAWN, GHOST FCK aid SPIRIT WRESTLER, James Houston 
came to us as an eloquent ambassador from the deep north, and now 

in EAGLE SONG he brings a beautifully fluent story of the collision 

of cultures along the Pacific Northwest frontier. This is a gallant 

book, a weave of history and life as seen from the sea-spearing canoes 

and awesome long houses of an unforgettable coastal tribe.

best regards



Tuesday Né>v 26

Dear Ivan.

Forget about the oddities of geography that require that I send this letter 
simply across the Fast River, for some stranger then to forward to you someplace 
out home.

First the formalities: I wrote after Sky, suggesting that our paths might have 
crossed on the highway leading south from the Blackfoot country toward Chotaae (?) 
in 1955, seemed to me my brother and I were held up more than once by idiots 
moving sheep straight down the middle of the highway when there was all that 
country on either side (but possibly owned by cattlemen - though my father, a 
Washington apple knocker, in order to put down Montana to my cowboy-lsrving brother 
and I insisted there were no cattle to push in M o n t a n a , t o  walk behind).
You were gracious enough to reply; I thought you were a real gentleman.

Now the realities: oh hell, Boig, our paths have crossed more often than that.
Must have even this summer. I spent I4 months in Port Townsend, April to end of July, 
We might have been on the same ferry at some time - or missed the damn boat and 
waited in the same line. I was writer-in-residence at Centrum - going through the 
worse midlife crisis in the history of mankind so didn't try to look you up, or 
I might have. Got over the crisis, but by then was on my way back here and had 
forgotten all about you by then, busy patchworking the pieces, but a little 
signature on one of the odds and ends was the remembering knowledge that your were 
out there somewhere pecking away at a Northwest book that I hoped would be as good, 
and different from, Sky.

I shouldn't write to you till I read it, but the pieces I've read so far seem very 
nice to me. Shows how far I'd sunk that all the time I was in PT I never connected 
Swan with the place and I've heard of him for years. Some short circuit somewhere, 
must be. Thanks for putting some pieces back together. And I know the Ebey farm 
country, spending a lot of time on the Keystone ferry and at least smart enough to 
read Harry Majors Exploring book so at least knowing about the beheading.

It is nice that you have quoted so much from Swan's diaries. I wrote a book, 
Pojftlatch Run, several years ago and had listed several pages of quotes from 
people like. Rev. Eells,
5fjuly 22, 1838 from his Journal of Spring and Summer "The Indians are a bout our 
tent before we are up and stay about us all day; think they are the most filthy 
Indians we have seen - some of them have a buffalo robe on them, though many of 
them are naked as when born. Mr. Walker read a sermon and although they could not 
understand a word, they were still and paid good attention. They appeared amused 
ackxcnot with our singing. "

and from DeSmet, telling about Father Demers in Spring, I8 I4I on the Fraser River, 
"Here he was surrounded by an immense number of savages, to whom he announced 
without delay the tidings of salvation."

I like "without delay."

But when I got the book published listing several pages of things like that, plus 
a few favorites from DH Lawrence, Kafka, Kesey, HLDavis, among others, seemed as 
if I would be drawing the parallel too clearly with Moby Dick so I didn't list any, 
waited for the reviewers to draw the parallel themselves, which they overlooked.



Part of your Missoula crew were in Port Townsend during the writer’s workshops 
last summer: at least Crumley, drinking his way through a detective workshop 
while denying all the time that he is a detective writer, dismaying not a few 
of his students. When we drove back here we stopped in Missoula a couple days 
and hung out at the East Gate where I met a few characters listed at the beginning 
of Brothers - Kittredge, Smith, Welch and Welch, and DeMarinis who was staying 
at Welch’s before going to Tucson (or someplace in SW) to teach.

It was a pleasure meeting them, even when Kittredge and Crumley sobered up.
I ’m the only person in Brooklyn to have ordered Kittredge’s book from the 
Univ. of (Where), possibly not the only one to have read River Runs Through It.
Loved most of that. My brother worked (fulfilling his cowboy dream) as a 
pack handler for Tom Edwards on the White Ihil near Ovando so I spent odds and 
ends of weeks along the Blackfoot and thought it was gorgeous. (Forget my poor 
father who used to point out the Entiat, the Chiwawa, even pieces of the Wenatchee - 
a kid has to go where he hasn’t been before, even if it looks just like, or less 
than, where his father was.)

Round about, the last sentence has a lot to do with why I ’m in Brooklyn. But 
let that go.

Harcourt are making very nice books for you, and I found Winter Brothers in a 
very big stack in a small branch of Barnes & Noble. Seems to mean well for your 
book, since Barnes & Noble is a very big discount outlet in NYC and if they have 
so many of Brothers in tks±K one of the small b ranches it means they have a lot 
more in the main branch. They must have been satisfied with Sky and decided to 

carry you heavier this time.

Christ, just opened your book to see if I could get a last comment to impress you 
and it fell open to P.171, Cardiff and the Welsh. My father was from Llantwit 
Major, not far downriver from Cardiff. Forget it, Doig, we’ll meet one of these 
days. If nothing else, maybe we'll have adjoining plots in Swan’s old cemetery

PS - I ’ve enclosed a post card if you’d care to drop a note to a fan.
Ruth McLaughlin, 6552 Dibble.NW, Seattle, W8H7, is from eastern Montana, a 
fi«je short story writer, was In Best Amer Short Stories 1978, also in Robert 
Stone’s class at Centrum in 1979 where I met her. She took Ray Carver's class

that I thought it was so good that it would only feed memories Into her, not 
rob her of anything. Stone’s advice is that gsis a really good work is always 
good news anyway. Ruth’s creative energies are going toward a baby daughter 
right now, but if she can be reminded once in awhile that writers are human beings 
maybe later she’ ll use even how it feels to hold a warm baby against ?hxsr cheek.

in PT.

last summer. She was very concerned about Sky, that you would have used up 
all of her girlhood plains material but I told her to take the chance anyway^
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Pllf

22 Nev« »82

Pear Cort—

Many thanks for the Idaho guide» It looks as massive a job 
as 7» Fisher’s* I had a very hectic and confused try at conversation 
with your book-bearer, the priest(?) named Art, but if I understood 
him aright (amid the hubbub of people having me sign books) you're 
the one who’s interested in my source of canoe research for the Sea 
Runners? If so, I have dug out my reference, and it’s nothing exotic—  
though I did also use some old drawings ahd photos at the U. of 
Washington’s NW Collection« But the printed reference, from which 
the cover painting was done, was* INDIAN CANOES OF THE NORTHWEST COAST, 
by Bill Durham« Sorry I don’t have the publishing info, but I think 
I recall the book was 20-25 yrs old«

I’m fairly immersed in writing a Montana novel— that’s where I ’d 
have been in your try at gettingme last summer— but keep Carol and me 
in mind another time« The writing schedule of the moment would determine 
if we could ever go with you, but we're sure game to be asked«

I hope the Idaho book^i sells a ton«



9 Hoir« »82

3 * ^
Dear Bill—

I've lost track of whether you're sabbaticaling or earning an 
honest living, but either way, maybe you'll get home someday and 
find this book waiting* As you'll see, the canoeing herein isn't 
of a level to thrill anyone who actually knows anything about it, 
but I did find a couple at Port Townsend who had spent a summer 
canoeing from Ketchikan to £toc Puget Sound, plus an Alaska friend 
who's canoed up there, and so I at least got some details of the 
actual area* The book's going goodf 3d printing, lb,000 copies now 
out in the world tugging at people's wallets* Reviews have been just 
fine, Penguin bought the paperback rights, NPR Radio Reader is gonna 
read it— dt's all been smoother than I ever dreamed*

Well, on to the next typewriter «full* In pursuit of that, Carol 
and I are mulling a spring-break trip to Missoula, for the sake of 
my doing some Forest Service research toward this Montana novel*
It'd be the week of March 21* If the Bevis/Crump entourage happens to 
be off climbing the Matterhorn or sane such just then, and your place 
happened to be available, we'd happily sublet from you that week* Or 
if you're going to be so inhospitable as to live in your own house then, 
we'd be glad to hear of anyone else who'll be away and oould use a week's 
rent* (I'll inquire around sane, too*) Peerless as Missoula hospitality 
is, we figire we need some space of our own for the week, for the sake 
of the research and maybe some writing*

I felt Dick's death hard* And you guys have got the academic 
considerations on top of personal amotions*• »anybody know yet what's 
gonna happen with the MFA program? Don't 1st 'em bring! in some 
chintzy easterner from Williams or North Carolina or somewhere*

best to .Juliette



8 Nov* <82

Dear Paul—

Our Portland schedule went to hell, and ao I never managed to £Lnd 
the daylight to call you» Will try again next time j or, catch us if 
you get up here* Hue ho thanks for the review* Reviews have been good, 
including a couple of raves* (Also, of course, a couple which have 
said something like, my-God-the-guy-has-stooped-to-FICtion*) Book's 
into a third printing, lit,000 total« Radio Header's gonna recite it 
next spring over Public Rgdio*

Gall me if I can help you on that Montana trip you intend* I don't, 
though, sob knew any of the guys around Livingston, if that's where you're 
aiming* It's way to hell and gone out of your way, but there's a real 
good short story writer, probably the best woman writing in Montana, up 
at Havre— Mary Clearnan Blue, on the faculty of Northern Mont* College« 
Also, there's a book I haven't got to yet but Carol says is pretty good—  
BECOMING COYOTE, by Wayne Ude, who spent time on the Fort Belknap Indian 
Reservation«

Tell Randy for me, he done real good with his photo*

best



27 Aug. »82

Dear Paul—

About the tin» you get back from vacation Carol and I will be 
leaving on one, so 1*11 resort to paper instead of waiting to phone» 
Congratulations on the book page editorship; an eminence long overdue.

Vfe’ll be down in Portland the weekend of Nov* 6-7* I ’m to talk 
to the Oregon Historical Society at a noon banquet on Sunday, the 7th# 
Can you and Pat have dinner with us the night of t he 6th? We probably 
all ought to go back to Jake *s and get our world-view freshened up by 
the philosopher/waiter*

All is well here, the Aladka novel coming out any minute, Winter 
Brothers making its way into paperback, a Montana novel underway# Busy, 
but at the moment it seems worth it* Hope you *re prospering#

best



27 August *82

Dear Tom Keneally—
I regard the quote you've provided Tor The Sea Runners as a double 

miracle — first, that Tom Stewart managed to get galleys around the world 
to you in sufficient time, and second, how handsome the quote is* Tom has 
put it in siigular glory atop the inside front flap* Needless to say, I'm 
exceedingly grateful, and gratified that the book read decently to you*

I»m looking forward to Schindler's List* Confederates, I enjoyed a lot* 
The voice you achieved in that one was remarkable, and instructive* I'm 
at work now cm a novel set in Montana in 1939 and I'm trying hard to achieve 
a consistency of the sort you managed in Confederates•  S p e n t  a month in 
Montana this summer—-a wonderful green time, one of the most bountiful summers 
ever there— and am now trying to forge the interviews and research and 
impressions into fiction* So far, it feels like a promising book* something 
like House of Sky might have been if I *'d done that as fiction* Will have a 
sample chunk ready for Tom by Nov*, and see if he will then loosen some 
purse strings*

Some time back, we coincided in the Washington Post} my book Winter 
Brothers was reviewed the same day you were being interviewed on the Con
federates battlefield, I think it was. Whoever sent me the clipping didn't 
think to sewi me the jump-page of the article about you, so I'm unclear 
about all the details, but I did like the momentary neighboring* Perhaps 
you know that Harcourt Brace Jovanovich now has moved to San Diego* Despite 
now publishing with Tom at Atheneum I still have a link to HBJ in the trade 
xp paperbacks of House of Sky and Winter Brothers, and the paperback editor 
vows he will travel up the coast sometime this autumn to see me* I'll be 
convinved of that, though, when I see him coming* guess is that HBJ will 
have the worst of both worlds, loss of touch with the NY publishing scene 
and no increased contact with those of us in the American hinterlands*

If you travel through Seattle sometime, coitb by* In the meantime, may 
your words proliferate*

best regards



28 March *82

Dear Peter—

A tardy responsef but you'll recognise the reasons Carol and I 
have been over on the Olympic Peninsula most of this past week, hiking 
away her spring break from teaching*

I much appreciated the column an Winter Bros* You're correct that 
other writers have been its most appreciative audience— Stegner, Hoggland, 
David Lavender, Ann Zwinger all gave it enthusiastic plugs, early on*
Yet every so often some small-town westerner, somebody who could have 
stepped from the pages of House of Sty, will tell me, in evident surprise, 
MYou know, I liked that Winter book of yours, too***" To mgr surprise, 
the Seattle public tv station is making a half-hour version of Winter 
Bros, which I'm narrating and appearing in. In time, maybe sew» of 
Swan's country will show up over WGBH, which would be an elliptical 
orbit of history, Swan sk the frontier dabbler slating featured in his 
home area, that would cause me some grinning*

I have some contact with your own edge of America through Jerry 
Ackerman, my freshimn roommate at college and the last person I would 
have nominated as a likelihood to end up as a New Englander. But from 
what I can tell he's been a valuable one, doing his environmental 
reporting. I've been to Gloucester once, briefly in the summer of 
'68 when Carol and I drove to Nova Scotia • Ackerman was living in 
Ipswich then, so I didn't get the full flavor of Gloucester, but I 
remember liking those coastal towns, feeling they had something honest 
about them, facing the sea as they do* Carol and I have talked about 
spending an autumn in New England sometime, but the time has never 
clicked right for us* My topics— a 19th century Alaskan novel Just 
finished, a sort of cousin of House of Sky Montana novel intended next—  
tend to keep us swashing around here In the Northwest. Which maybe is 
what we practitioners of region ought to do, stay home and write* But 
if I do stray to the direction of Boston sometime, I owe you a drink, 
and will cadge in return your tales of trekking after Thoreau.

best regards



Dear Ivan Doig,

P.0, Box 211 
Gloucester, Mass. 01930 
March 15, 1982

On the editorial page of the enclosed Gloucester Times you will find a 
version of the fan letter I've been wanting to write you since I first read 
WINTER BROTHERS and THIS HOUSE OF SKY more than a year ago. The piece, I 
hope, describes some of the sense of connection I experienced with you and 
your work, especially in WINTER BROS. I send the entire newspaper because 1 
thought you might enjoy its localism, especially the focus on the sea and the 
living from the sea and salt marshes which is always the context of life 
here and most reflected in political concerns. Of course we are all fighting 
the same battles for survival--NE, NW, SW. I was particularly moved by your 
description of your attempt wearing only suit (same here) to head off some 
development near where you live. Here we daily fight the incursion of 
condominiums, tract housing, industrial "parks," marinas--all of what my 
friend the late poet Charles Olson called the "renewal by destruction" 
that's forced on us as we despair and then give in, only to find our life- 
spaces shrinking even further, ourselves in deeper claustrophobia.

There was so much in WBs that touched me in my own life: your walks, 
your meditation*as you sat with Swan's pages, your own pages; stuff 
probably only other writers know from the inside— the loneliness in the 
room in front of the machine, world outside the window in the cats in 
the yard, the birds in trees we get to know as intimately as the keys on 
the machine. ,

I also gained a marvelous picture of your part of the country I ve 
never seen but hope to some day, the way, through Swan, you immersed your* 
self in its past. What we don't know we had I guess we never realize 
we've lost; and it's that invisible or secret loss that gets us in the end, 
for it always seems to come over us like a yearning that can never be 
fulfilled because we don't know what we need to fill it. At its worse,
I suppose, it's sold back to us as nostalgia.

When I read WBs again this year it hadn't lost any of its freshness, 
the quiet power of your prose, the compelling sense I felt that you were 
trying to make of what West is and was and how and where you, we, all of 
us fit into that.

Incidentally, what I didn't say about the prose of THIS HOUSE OF SKY, 
or didn't articulate accurately enough, was how I felt that your sentences, 
perhaps syntactically, would often hold or catch the reader's eye, slow us 
down as we moved across the pages, make us put on mental brakes and re
read the sentence, ponder what you were trying to get at. That was an 
experience I hadn't had for a long time— nor had I ever had it in quite 
that way. Your writing in that book is just so beautifull Good-luck 
with the next one--ones!

Sincerely,

Beter Anastas



March 17, 1982

Mr. Ivan Doig
17021 - 10th Ave. N.W.
Seattle, Washington 98177

Dear Ivan ,

How very good of you to spend time looking among the 
manuscript catalogues of the University on my behalf. 
Charles and Sarah Willoughby sound interesting. It is 
hard to tell if the collection will serve as the basis 
for a section of my book. From the check list, I doubt 
the collection is extensive enough, and yet it is worth 
checking into. I'm indebted to you for locating it and 
will write to Karyl Winn, although I guess you yourself 
may have combed that repository well.

I am asking my publisher to send you a copy of my 
book on the diaries of overland women. It has an official 
publication date of May, but it will reach you. Thank you 
so much. Please think of me on the chance yau may suspect 
that someplace like the New York Public^m&y be holding 
any item of interest. It often comes up with surprises.

I am going to look for Winter Brothers. It will be 
a great treat to read it at Spring recess.

,Agai^, my thanks,

_____-— •
Lillian Schlissel 
1364 East 27 Street 
Brooklyn New York 11210

(P- S- ouLjdji
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Dear Lillian Schlissel—
Yesterday I was at the University of Washington library and so took a 

quick look at a possible candidate for your Frontier Families book* She 
is Sarah Cheney Willoughby, and I'm enclosing a copy of the inventory of 
the two boxes of Willoughby papers*

The informative letters are green-arrowed on p* 3, her weekly letters 
to her son Oliver while he was away at school* In a quick scan, they seem 
to be chatty, how many eggs the hens are laying per day, who has measles, 
what the Indian children are up to, and some motherly admonition to Oliver 
to write back of tens r* There's also at least one copy of a handwritten 
"family newspsperH Mrs* W, and I think her children, put together about 
Quinault reservation life*

The collection has various other looks into the Willoughby family and 
their life on two (Quinault and Makah) remote Indian reservations 1879- 
1889) I've checkmarked the most obvious of these* The library also has 
the papers of the son, Oliver) they seem to be mostly financial, but I 
ran out of time to look them over* The Willoughby« also show up in the 
diaries of the character I wrote about in my book Winter Brothers, James G. 
Swan) he was at the Neah Bay Makah reservation with them from 1578-1881, 
and his ledger diaries are a very copious account of reservation life*

Karyl Winn, head of the UW manuscripts division, agreed with me that 
Sarah Willoughby comes readiest to mind in her collection— an educated, 
gifted observer on a remote frontier* If, though, you need an actual long 
exchange of letters within a family, you perhaps ought to query Karyl 
about other possibilities in her collection, which is the best source 
north of the Bancroft library in Berkeley, to my experience. She can be 
called at (206/£U3-l89S, or written to at Manuscripts Division, Suzzallo 
Library, U. of Washington, Seattle WA 98l0£* Karyl did discover, while 
we were rausir« on the Willoughby papers, that the papers were a "loan" 
to the manuscripts division 2$ or so years ago by the then-surviving 
Willoughby daughter (surely now dead), rather than a bequest* Y&U'd have 
to sort out the legal rights involved in use*

So I hope this is soms help, and even if it's not, Karyl Winn is your 
best source out here* If Sarah Willoughby finds her way into your book, 
I'd appreciate a copy— I've thought her intriguing* Good luck*



PHILIPPE ROBERT—Switzerland/Suisse 
Leaves • Feuillage
To benefit UNICEF .  Au profit de I'UNICEF

29 Apr 82
Hi, Ivan—
A friend asked to borrow 
Stone’s flag for Sunrise,
I said I’d see how you’re 
getting along with it. If 
you’re down this way, I can 
meet you, or if not, put it 
in the mail whenever you’ve 
finished— no rush. I hope
all’s going well with the 
novel/s. Did you see/read 
Me Guano1s? Disappointing.

All best,
| | / t Y ^

Mr Ivan Doig 
17021 10th Ave NW 
Seattle WA 98177

PRINTED IN U.SA
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Dear Ivan:
Please keep me in mind if you 
need clean-draft typing anytime^) 

I'm  off to Dor land in § 
California for the first two § 
weeks of November, but have pleni|r 
of time before & after* I am % 
looking forward to seeing Sea | 
Runners, and wish you all best 
luck with it.

Ivan Doig 
17021 10th Ave NW 
Seattle WA 98177

P.O. BOX 6, TEMECULA, CA 92390
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